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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your report includes a dynamic parameter named "Where" that
uses a cascading list of values from Country to Region to City.
You create discrete value parameters for all three fields.
Using Los Angeles as an example, you want to display the report
title as "Customers in Los Angeles, CA, USA". Which text object
will display the report as required?
A. Customers in {?Where ?City} + - + {?Where ?Region} + , +
{?Where ?Country}
B. Customers in {?Where ?City}, {?Where ?Region}, {?Where
?Country}
C. Customers in {?Where ?Country}, {?Where ?Region}, {?Where
?City}
D. Customers in {?Where ?City}, {?Where ?Country}, {?Where
?Region}
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Notification category 02 belongs to:
A. General notifications.
B. Service notifications
C. Claim notifications
D. Maintenance notifications
E. Quality notifications
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are configuring your developer environment by using Team
Explorer.
There are several developers working on a customization.
You need to ensure that all code is checked in and then merged
to the appropriate branches.
In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move
all actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.
NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You
will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select.
Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/tfvc/branch
ing-strategies-with-tfvc?view=azure-devops

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are implementing ElGRP between the main office and branch
offices. In Phase 1 you must implement and verify EIGRP
configurations as mentioned in the topology in Phase 2. your
colleague is expected to do NAT and ISP configurations Identity
the issues that you are encountering during Phase 1 EIGRP
implementation.
* Router R1 connects the main office to the Internet and
routers R2 and R3 are internal routers
* Routers Branch 1 and Branch2 connect to router R2 in the main
office.
* Users from the Branch1 LAN network 10 20 40 0724 are expected
to perform testing of the application that is hosted on the
servers in Server farm1, before servers are available for
production
- The GRE tunnel is configured between R3 and Branch1, and
traffic between server farm1 and Branch1 LAN network 10 20 40
0/24 is routed through the GRE tunnel using static routes
* The link between Branch1 and Branch2 is used as a secondary
path in the event of failure of the primary path to mam office
You have console access on R1. R2. R3. Branch1, and Branch2
devices Use only show commands to troubleshoot the issues
Topology:

You are verifying the EIGRP configurations in the topology.
Which statement is true?
A. R3 server farm2 network 10.20.30.0/24 is not advertised into
the EIGRP network.
B. Branch1 LAN network 172.16.12.0/24 is not advertised into
the EIGRP network
C. Branch2 LAN network 172.16.11.0/24 is not advertised into
the EIGRP network.
D. Branch2 LAN network 172 16.10 0/24 is not advertised into
the EIGRP network
Answer: D
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